
DESCRIPTION:
Cradle for babies

MATERIALS

FRAME / STRUCTURE: 
Basket: laser cut acryl or wood; sledges: laser cut acryl 

PARTS:
Legs: brass, brass chromed, brass painted, hearts: laser cut acryl (solid and transparent) 

MATTRESS:
latex, Cover: 100% cotton, removabe and washable. 

COLOR COMBINATIONS: 

WHITE / GOLD                          BLACK / BLACK                                      CHERRY or  WOOD /  GOLD                 TRANSPARENT / CHROME
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Made out of acrylic glass. Compo-
nent parts are laser cut and glued 
with two-component glue AcriFix. 
Legs made out of brass (Cradle 
can be re-assembled)

TEHNIČNI OPIS
Zibleka jev celoti izdelana iz akril-
nega stekla debeline 9 
mm.Sestavni kosi so izrezani z la-
serjem. Obdelani z rezkalnimi 
noži, brusnim papirjem in ročno 
polirani. Vsi spoji so zlepljeni z 
dvokomponentnim lepilom Acrifix. 
Noge so izdelane iz medenine po-
lirane - lakirane ali barvane.

project/projekt: Zibelka- Art.: CRB09-01
SCALE: 1:10 /  design by  Nika Zupanc   /  22.09.2009

Producer/proizvjalec:  KABINET, 01, 
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TECHNICAL
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 80 (W)  x 62 (D) x 79 (H) cm
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 10,5 KG 

PACKAGING
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS : 90  (W) x  75 (D) x 89 (H) cm
PACKAGE WEIGHT: 4,5  KG

Cradle is placed in protective air filled bubble foil and packed in PP cardbox with PE inserts    
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MAINTAINANCE
Acrylic parts: Remove dirt with a soft sponge, using plenty of water. 
Important: use no cleaning substances. Fuel and chemical solvents can 
damage the material.
Metal legs: Regular dusting with a camelhair brush or soft cloth is
sufficient together with occasional washing with warm mild soapy
water; never use hot water. Important: brass legs must never be 
cleaned
with metal polishes or aerosol spray polishes. This will damage the 
lacquer coating and cause early discoloration.

This product comply with European standard SIST EN 1130-1, 1130-2

Support +386 51 690 009

INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT. RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. READ CAREFULLY
To avoid danger of suffocation, remove this plastic cover before using 
the article. This cover should then be destroyed or kept away from 
babies and small children.
This cradle should be placed on a horizontal floor.
Do not use the cradle if any part is broken, torn, or missing.
Young children should not be allowed to play unsupervised near
this cradle.
This cradle may not be used for children after they are able to sit, roll 
over, kneel, or pull themselves up.
A child should never be left unsupervised in the cradle.
All assembly fittings should always be tightened properly and care 
should be taken that no screws are loose because they could catch chil-
dren’s body parts or clothing (e.g. strings, necklaces, ribbons, pacifiers, 
etc.), posing a risk of strangulation.
The thickness of any other mattress used must be such that the internal
vertical height (from the top of the mattress to the upper edge of the
bed sides) is at least 200 mm at the highest position of the bed base.
Be aware of the risk of open flames and other sources of strong heat, 
such as space heaters, gas burners, etc. (maintain a distance of at least 
2 m).
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